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Susan has written more than 50 books for older kids and teenagers. Many of her books are
non-fiction, about topics such as wildlife conservation, social history, and natural science.
She also writes stories about horses and other animals, and can bring history alive and make
it exciting, in novels like Dreams of Warriors and Brave Bess and the Anzac Horses. Susan has
worked in the writing and publishing industry since finishing her BA (Hons) in History at the
University of Waikato, and became a full-time writer in 1997.
Susan says "My major achievement has been writing novels for older children about
subjects close to my own heart, trying to bring history alive in them."
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The Drover's Quest
2012, HarperCollins Publishers New Zealand.
Tell us where you've got the nugget and this will go well for you,'
the tall man with the horrible voice rasped.
Rumour is flying around the West Coast goldfields that Tom
McGee has struck it rich and found a nugget of gold as big as a
man's fist. So no one is surprised when his campsite is later
found wrecked and abandoned. Men have been killed for a lot
less on the tough goldfields of 1860s New Zealand.
But one person is convinced Tom is not dead - his headstrong
daughter, Charlotte. Solving the mystery is not her first task,
though. First, she must get to the coast. A skilful horse rider, she
disguises herself as a boy and joins a cattle drove across the
Southern Alps. But Charlie is in for the ride of her life — and the
stakes couldn't be higher.
BUY ONLINE

The Wolf in the Wardrobe
2011, HarperCollins Publishers New Zealand.
Finn had seen those eyes before. They were golden yellow, like
the colour of the moon hanging low in the sky. And they were
full of pain.
When Finn comes across a car accident, little does he realize his
life is about to change forever. The huge, injured animal he
discovers is no dog but a wolf, escaped from the circus. Finn is
bewitched. Instinctively, he knows he must save the wolf, Lupa,
and prevent her return to the cruel circus.
Where to hide the wolf, and how to feed her, are just the
beginning of Finn's problems. For the sinister circus clown,
Cackles, is hot on their trail and will stop at nothing to get Lupa
back. In a race against time to save Lupa, Finn gets help from
unlikely quarters. But will it be enough?
BUY ONLINE
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Dreams of Warriors
2010, HarperCollins Publishers New Zealand.
Featherston in the Second World War is a tough and bleak place
for fourteen-year-old Bella. Her father is away fighting overseas,
while his family fight to save their farm from ruin and keep his
dreams alive. Bella, her mother, and older sister have to cope
with a herd of dairy cows, an unscrupulous neighbour who
covets the farm, and a crazy, bad-tempered racehorse called
Gipsy. Bella is terrified of the horse and doesn’t know where to
turn. When help is offered from an unlikely source, will she have
the courage to accept it or will Gipsy destroy her father’s
dreams?
BUY ONLINE

Brave Bess and the ANZAC Horses
2010, HarperCollins Publishers New Zealand.
Many books have been written and stories told about the brave
New Zealand soldiers who fought and died in World War One.
But there is one story that is seldom told. It is the story of their
brave horses.
At the outbreak of war in 1914, the New Zealand troops left for
the battlefields with more than 3,700 horses. The horses were
the first of over 10,000 that New Zealand sent to war, serving
mainly with the Mounted Rifles Brigade in the deserts of the
Middle East. They faced heat, stress, thirst, hunger, exhaustion,
injury, and disease. Yet these noble creatures served our
troopers with unquestioning courage and loyalty until the very
end. Of all the horses that departed at the start of the war, only
one ever returned home. Brave Bess and the ANZAC Horses is
her story.
BUY ONLINE
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Saving Sam
2009, HarperCollins Publishers New Zealand.
Ben's mother is dead, his father in jail, and his older brother is
heading off the rails at a million kilometres an hour.
The social worker is fast running out of options, when the boys'
aunt and uncle reluctantly agree to take them in. Just as well:
they were the last on her list.
Ben's uncle has bought a guard dog from a man at the pub, but
she's useless - afraid of loud voices and frightened of her own
shadow - and he's decided to have her put down.
Ben and the unwanted dog recognize each other for what they
are - damaged goods - and find some comfort and
companionship together, which slowly grows into love and trust.
That love will be needed when Ben's brother gets into seriously
bad trouble, and Ben's trust in his dog is put to the ultimate test.
For boys and girls alike, aged 12 - 14.
BUY ONLINE
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Restless Spirit
2007, HarperCollins Publishers New Zealand.
A moving and exciting adventure story for 9-12 year olds, set
against the sweeping landscape of the North Island's volcanic
plateau and Desert Road, RESTLESS SPIRITtells the story of a wild
white Kaimanawa stallion who cannot be tamed and the two
young troubled teens who come to love him.
Lara is new in town and resents it - Kahu is a talented carver,
outwardly cocky and confident but riddled with doubts and
fears.
Hunters slaughter the young stallion's family and he learns to
fear and distrust humans, but when a brutish trainer targets the
white stallion during the annual DOC muster, he must learn to
trust Lara and Kahu if they are to have any chance of saving him.
To accomplish this, Lara and Kahu must both reach out - Lara to
her peers and her estranged mother, and Kahu must reveal his
hidden talent. Both must also face the reality that to help the
stallion, they must ultimately lose him.
Parallel to their journey, the white stallion must face and
overcome his fears. He must call on the strength and wisdom of
his ancestors and place his trust in Lara and Kahu.
BUY ONLINE
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